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Treasures Revealed – 3 
 
Kisha as facilitator 
 
Jung writes that ‘the unconscious corresponds to the mythic land of the dead, the land of the 
ancestors’; an encounter therein ‘gives the dead a chance to manifest themselves’ (Jung 1995, p.216-
7). I have had sporadic experience of this throughout my life – my father’s passing when I was 18 was 
my first conscious exposure to the fact of the Otherworld – but Laleima’s coming proved the catalyst 
for a raft of manifestations which I creatively explored in Kisha’s story via the intermezzo 
performances of a witnessing chorus of dead as well as dream interlocutors which acted as her own 
spirit guides. In short, I gifted Kisha my direct experience of engaging the inner worlds, together with 
all the ununderstanding and circular thinking that goes with it. Her panel thus offers the reader an 
accessibility to how the Otherworld manifests in contemporary secular society which the other panels, 
set in a medieval past drenched in religious symbolism, cannot. Thus the insights Kisha discovers on 
her journey toward understanding share a similar context to the now each of us experiences on our 
way to truth. 
 
Clearly Kisha was a construct of my imagination. Yet to support my intended way into her narrative, 
my embodied knowing had the felt-sense of a friend or sister. She was not inside me like Laleima. My 
body-knowing was experienced more as a gliding alongside, about a millimetre or so from her left 
elbow, a centimetre or so above the ground, compassionately witnessing her life. A ‘mise-en-scène of 
feeling-understanding-knowing’ (Conquergood 2002, p.149) placed me firmly in the context of her 
daily existence through the gap opened by reciprocal recognition with Samir and facilitated by his ring 
– a gap which enabled my direct engagement with the Siege of Sarajevo’s souls of the dead as 
discussed in this essay. Grafting myself onto Kisha’s ‘life’ as an imaginary friend, I could witness her 
journey of recovery from the fallout of that shocking conflict via a string of interior monologues 
conducted during rhizomatic wanderings of the halls of memory. Her story thus evolved as folded 
time mediated by memory which seems to ‘double the present and the outside and is one with 
forgetting, since it is itself endlessly forgotten and reconstituted. … Only forgetting (the unfolding) 
recovers what is folded in memory (and in the fold itself). … Forgetting is the impossibility of return, 
and memory is the necessity of renewal’ (Deleuze 1988a, p.107-8). Suffice it to say that with the 
weight of such baggage as siege memory, it took Kisha a long time to heal. Character-immersive 
practices focused on her everyday life. I literally walked beside her as she conducted daily rituals to 
dissolve her pain in an ‘itinerant, progressive and regulated practice – a walk – (which) composes the 
artefact of another “world” that is not received but rather made’ (de Certeau 1988, p.135). Such 
discovery processes gifted her a 
place to live, employment and 
new life in a city of exile. I 
purchased clothes and 
kitchenware in aid shops, browsed 
the remainders bin outside her 
antiquarian bookstore, stared in 
through the window of a local 
icon gallery as she wistfully did, 
learned to cook hotpot and make 
coffee the Turkish way, sat in her 
kitchen, watched her smoke on the 
balcony, all the while writing her 
into existence. I felt the heaviness 
of her suffering as my own and 
wondered how I could make a site 
visit to Sarajevo if she (and I, as her compassionate witness) suffused so much pain in a town as calm 
and sanitised as Zurich. Yet we managed – together – even though tears leaked at the sight of 
graveyards ripped through hillsides and there was the unexpected shock of seeing UN forces still in 
the city some fourteen years after the cessation of conflict. But once our shared emotions settled, 
Kisha unfolded the map, slipped her arm through mine, and walked me through her town. 
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The practice of walking as embodied knowing has deep roots. It conjures a spirit of place. There are 
the songlines of Australian Aboriginal culture which document their dreaming stories (Chatwin 1988). 
There are the maps of medieval Europe which mark out itineraries, ‘performative indications chiefly 
concerning pilgrimage … each of these maps … a memorandum prescribing action’ (de Certeau 1988, 
p.120). There are the journeys through landscape which fuse corporeal and spiritual pilgrimages from 
Wordsworth and Thoreau to Sebald and Kerouac via Basho and Ryokan to Hesse and Frisch. There 
are the land artists whose performances in space function as both art and myth-making (Long, Drury, 
Beuys, Christo & Jean Claude, among others). In this panel more than the other two panels, embodied 
knowing translated into the literal practice of walking to recreate Kisha’s becoming in a storyscape 
bridged and enabled by my writing. Walking also mirrored the inner memory trails of her past – one 
through her grandmother, the other through Samir. Artefacts such as the icon and ring respectively 
function as material interlocutors for her ‘strategies of forgetting’ as much as her ‘acts of 
remembering’ (Yoffee 2007, p.3), operating as records of events experienced rather than ‘replicas of 
the events themselves’ (Yoffee 2007, p.6). Kisha stores these records in catalogue drawers in her 
library of the heart. Her memory becomes Proustian, an embodied taste in the present where Bakhtin’s 
chronotope ‘thickens’ time (Bakhtin 1981, p.84). Her now becomes then, over and over, her slippages 
a constant source of lament until she becomes conscious of how time works in the spirit of Henri 
Bergson, indeed thickening to the point of conjuring afterlife itself, at which she is ready to close the 
circle and return to the beginning of being.  
 
Supporting Kisha on her journey were myriad dreams and AIs which presented me with material to 
directly connect different points in the rhizome. Once reciprocal recognition had occurred with Samir, 
and contact established with the souls of the dead, the flood gates opened, so to speak. Their 
commentary, as well as their ongoing witness to Kisha’s struggles and eventual healing, was 
conducted via intermezzo performances in between the principal narrative movements – a way for 
them to directly engage the reader like the chorus in a Greek tragedy. I could literally taste the 
bitterness with which their first intermezzo presented in my mind as words formed (pp.318-9): 
 
So many stories. So many stories of pain, so many to whom harm has been done. Why talk about it? 
Why bother? Why give voice? Does it become some sort of brinkmanship? Like that silly pub game – 
you think you’ve got it bad? I have it soooooo bad that … on, on, on it goes. Building-building-
building to a crescendo that slashes the soul as surely as shrapnel rips a body to shreds. The damage 
complete, irreparable, before its impact has even been felt. No, don’t talk about it, don’t tell the 
stories. Or if you must, do it in a monotone, a matter-of-factual monologue of everyday normalcy. For 
yes, this is our normalcy, this is the new-normal, and the old-normal doesn’t bear thinking about, 
reminiscing about, because it won’t ever come again. We look out on a shattered landscape and know 
it can’t. Ever. ... Over coffee we talk, tell our stories, over coffee and a cigarette. No matter that the 
cigarette is only half a cigarette, or with a filter made of toilet paper, and that the match used to light 
it has been split, finely, with a pocketknife, in half. It takes a while to go through a box of matches that 
way. But we have time, when it is light, to sit, split, and split again. No matter that the coffee is made 
of burnt rice, or chicory, or yesterday’s real coffee grounds boiled a second or third time. No matter. 
We still sit over coffee, sit with our cigarettes, and talk. Normally.  
 
For it is normal – who died, who lived, what was the body count on this fine, fine day, what the stupid 
politicians of the West said most recently, more stupidly than before, their latest thinking on a peace 
process to bring our hillside butchers to heel. All so normal. We talk about the items on the radio news 
(no need to comment on the dwindling supply of batteries to maintain this particular normal). We talk 
about the weather (no batteries required). We talk about what to have for dinner (even if it amounts to 
nothing, or the same as yesterday, or the same as for breakfast – if the ration of tinned humanitarian 
guilt, well past its use-by date, managed to stretch that far). This, then, is the sum total of our always, 
just a bog-standard-regular-normal-everyday-sort-of-always existence in this new-world-normal-sort-
of-way which we live and continue to live until someone blows a leg off or a head off or an arm off 
and the new-normal changes again … 
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Yet to observe the chorus’ movement over the passage of the narrative from such outpourings to a 
point where they themselves could finally reach closure on what they had lived and died was a 
startling and uplifting experience. 
In offering them a performance 
space, in honouring their stories, 
and giving voice to their suffering 
in text, I witnessed their pain 
dissolve and transform as surely 
as Kisha’s. Like Laleima, there 
came a point at which they left me 
– and Kisha – to continue the 
journey alone, but not before 
sharing one final glimpse of their 
Otherworld existence. I was 
invited to a joyous celebration of 
healing, a visionary scene I gifted 
on to Kisha as representative of 
her own closure (pp.425-6): 
 
(Kisha) went to bed … dreamt of the village from a time before now, from a time of no paths between 
cottages, only grass and the rare stone marker. ... Suddenly she is called to a celebration at the church 
and skips down the hill to join a procession through the graveyard. She sees accordion man astride a 
gravestone of granite, this time with a guitar, calling everyone to join their merry troupe. She thinks 
she recognises others as well, but can’t be sure as they fade in and out of focus. Everyone claps and 
laughs, sings and cheers. Such a party! A dark night but the way lit by gentians, precious deep-
throated flowers line the path, tiny bulbs filling their blue hearts, skin translucent from an inner glow. 
Kisha follows the troupe along a twisting turning route while a joyous chorus sings loud in her ear. 
After a time, she stops, follows no more. At peace with her decision, she farewells the merry-makers as 
they move off through a clear-lit tunnel to beyond, shared voice like swirled mist to her ears (while 
they sing): Successfully have we stood our watch, and celebrated in her presence. Yet the time has 
come to take our leave, and return to that place etched in gentian blue. Ready to arise when called 
afresh, we silent shepherds of earth-bound souls … 
 
Thus did Kisha move toward understanding, toward the realisation of the single principle of one life, 
the central fact of that which constitutes existence across a rhizomatic plane of consistency uniting 
physical and non-physical dimensions. Although our life experiences may be far different, we share an 
inner essence, as do we all. Her being may be textural, the souls of the dead energetic and mine 
rendered material by stardust. Yet we are each sprung from the same Ground of Being, all connected 
in and by the rhizome. No matter how each unique summer of blossom manifests, the spark of love 
rests at the heart of us all – dust, energy, text – our understanding of this the pathway to peace, as 
Samir so exuberantly contemplates from his place as Otherworld maverick (pp.436-7): 
 
He laughed, whooped his joy. This is how it ends, Ki-. And how it begins. At the end of a journey of no 
end from a big bang before beginningless time. Never without the hope that a spark will pierce us, 
illuminate us, enlighten us, we humble specks of dust. Love! he cried aloud. Love! That’s the spark! 
And (Kisha) couldn’t help but agree as he conjured an image of billions upon billions of radiant dust 
stars, a universe of twinkling dust fireflies, all filled with the light of love. 
 

 


